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To ensure we perform our best for you, certain minimal technical requirements are necessary.  We have 
taken every precaution to help you keep costs down without compromising quality. 

Stage Requirements and Set Up: 
 

 Raised platform in the center of the front wall of the room.   

 Black or dark back-drop with largest LED or Projection Screen possible for the space (two smaller 
screens to the side is also permissible). 

 Podium with place to put bottled water and hand towel. 

 Small chair on the side. 

 Small, portable fan(s) should be placed on stage and turned on a low or medium setting toward 
speaker.  This will help keep him cool and keep air circulating during presentation under the hot 
lights. 

 Leo may have additional props depending on audience size and topic theme. 

Lighting Requirements: 
 

 A bright stage or front of the room will keep the audience focused.   

 The preferred setup is dimmed house lights with bright stage. 

 For larger audiences, at least one spotlight is suggested with a general wash of the front of the 
stage. 

 For more intimate settings, Leo requests darkened room with one or two spotlights focused on 
him. 

 Leo may supply additional lighting needs as required, depending on topic theme and audience 
size. 

Audio/Visual Requirements: 
 

 Wireless lapel or headset microphone is necessary + one wireless handheld mic for audience 
interaction. 

 Repeater monitor (for PowerPoint or Video presentation) at the front of the stage (optional). 

 Leo will have a laptop with presentation slides, that will need to be placed at the front of the 
room. 

 He will use a remote control system to go through the slides. 

 Laptop needs to be attached to a high powered sound system as the program may have audio 
requirements.  Cables and connectors will be required to connect laptop to projector or LED 
screen. 

 If possible, please provide a backup laptop with Windows 10 or better and PowerPoint 2010 or 
later version should technical difficulties create issues during the presentation.  An RGB switch 
should be utilized to switch to secondary laptop if need be. 
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 Leo requests that his presentations be video recorded for personal use and review.  He will 
grant limited use and rights to host for marketing purposes, as well.  A minimum two-camera 
(HD quality) setup with operators is best. 

Room Setup: 
 

 Leo prefers rooms be set up classroom style as he often distributes workbooks or training 
material that require audience participation and they need a place to write. 

 In smaller or more intimate settings, theater style is perfect.   

 Leo will need at least two 8’ folding tables and 4 folding chairs placed at the back of the room 
for merchandise (when permitted) and/or audience materials. 

 Room temperature should be on the cooler side (not frigid.  68 degrees is average).  This will 
keep the audience awake, and more comfortable, especially when they start participating in 
speaker-led activities. 

 
 
Although these are general and standard requirements and technical specifications, we will discuss 
more precise needs and requirements during initial consultation to ensure each set up is precise and 
accommodating to both the presenter and the audience. 
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